Multidepth, multiparticle tracking for active microrheology using a smart camera.
The quantitative measurement of particle motion in optical tweezers is an important tool in the study of microrheology and can be used in a variety of scientific and industrial applications. Active microheology, in which the response of optically trapped particles to external driving forces is measured, is particularly useful in probing nonlinear viscoelastic behavior in complex fluids. Currently such experiments typically require independent measurements of the driving force and the trapped particle's response to be carefully synchronized, and therefore the experiments normally require analog equipment. In this paper we describe both a specialized camera and an imaging technique which make high-speed video microscopy a suitable tool for performing such measurements, without the need for separate measurement systems and synchronization. The use of a high-speed tracking camera based on a field programmable gate array to simultaneously track multiple particles is reported. By using this camera to simultaneously track one microsphere fixed to the wall of a driven sample chamber and another held in an optical trap, we demonstrate simultaneous optical measurement of the driving motion and the trapped probe particle response using a single instrument. Our technique is verified experimentally by active viscosity measurements on water-ethylene glycol mixtures using a phase-shift technique.